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Love, Laughter and Learning
Be proud everyone, the year comes to a close and
again this school has shown itself to be an incredible
place where the 3 L’s are there in abundance. Love,
laughter and learning. We are proud of those L’s.
We have earned them, we have lived them and again
and again we will make sure they are the heart of our
school. To all the people who bring all that good
energy into our halls, the students, the staff, the
parents, the past pupils and everyone connected to
the school you are what makes this a special place.
Thank you for all that you do, for all the unseen deeds
and the love, laughter and learning that you bring.
Enjoy the final edition of Sallemanac and we’ll see
you on the other side.
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News and Events
As we all know schools for a number of months were closed but we are delighted that
our staff and students did exceptionally well throughout. We did so much despite we
were all at home. So what did we do you ask?
Well here is a little taste.
Online Class
First and foremost we kept learning and
participating in our classes. Students
followed their timetable and participated just
as they would in class. Well done to all of our
students for doing well in such difficult
circumstances.
World Book Day
We celebrated World Book Day with all of
our students reading a short story and
listening to the classic ‘The Twits’ by Roald
Dahl.

Mr. Tom Smyth
We were very sad to say goodbye to our past
principal and member of the De La Salle
Community Mr. Tom Smyth who passed
away on February 28th. He was principal of
the school from 1987-1999 and was seen as
an incredible person who was always willing
to help a student in need. We think of his
family and close friends who will miss him
and thank him for everything he has done for
the school.

Virtual Support Classrooms
Learning online can be tough for any
student. We decided that we would create
virtual drop in support classrooms. The
purpose of these classes was simply to help
students who are struggling with their
subjects, might need some technical help, are
fed up of being online or might even just
want a chat. The message is that we are here
to
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Student Steps Initiative
Sitting down all day at a computer is tough
so we created an initiative to help get our
students moving. We wanted to try and walk
10,000,000 steps as a school per week. Our
students and staff were incredible. We saw
people walking before, after and even
sometimes during class. Our students’ health
is one of our primary concerns and we were
simply delighted to see students, parents,
past pupils and staff get involved. Well done
everybody!
TY Tracksuit Tops
Our TY students' new tracksuit tops are
looking very nice. Almost fashionable!

Community
Clean Up
Our TY students
have been doing
incredible work
in
the
local
community
picking
litter
and doing their
bit to keep the
environment
clean and green.
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Darkness into Light
Every year we have supported Pieta House and this year is no different.
Traditionally we meet in Marlay Park at 5am donning our bright yellow t-shirts ready
to run and walk our 5km in the dark. This year we will each rise with the sun in our
respective locations and again walk or run our 5km from wherever we are. Some will
just head out their door, others have grand plans for hills and rivers to be crossed but
what matters most is that we are supporting Pieta house and all the people in need of
their support. We have asked
all people in the school to
participate and get involved, so
much so that we have asked
our participants to get active as
part of the initiative. We have
placed a map on our pitches
that students and staff walk
around every day and you can
find words of encouragement
along the way. So well done to
everyone who is getting
involved and rising with the
sun to support an incredible
charity.
DLSC
Annual
Competition

Writing

Our future budding writers
have been busy at it. With the
theme of heroism in place we
are getting some great entries
from all years and look
forward to announcing our
winner.
PS5 Library Competition
While we have spent much of the year
learning from home our library has
been still very active. We have spent so
much of our time reading and see its
value far beyond simply doing well in
school. This year we have one major
competition. Any students who hit their
reading target in the accelerated reader
will go into a raffle for a PS5. So
needless to say our students are still
reading and eager to hit their targets.
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#Greenschool
As a Greenschool we actively encourage students to cycle, scoot or walk to school to
improve our schools Carbon Footprint!1st year students have been working on posters
to show how important transport is to the global issue of climate change.

The TY Garden
Our TY gardeners have done an excellent job and
their work is on display in the central square for
everyone to enjoy. Great work boys!
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Coca Cola Belgian crisis
The most damaging of Coca-Cola’s crises—and a situation dreaded by every company—
began in June 1999 when about thirty Belgian children became ill after consuming Coke
products. Although the company issued an isolated product recall, the problem
escalated. The Belgian government eventually ordered the recall of all Coca-Cola
products, which prompted officials in Luxembourg and the Netherlands to recall Coke
products as well. Coca-Cola finally determined that the illnesses were the result of an
improperly processed batch of carbon dioxide. Coca-Cola was slow to issue a response
to the problem, taking several days to address the media.
The company had initially judged the problem to be minor and did not immediately
investigate the extent of the issue. The slow response time led to a public relations
nightmare. France soon reported more than 100 people sick from bad Coke and
temporarily banned all Coca-Cola products as well. Soon thereafter, a shipment of
Bonaqua, a new Coca-Cola water product, arrived in Poland contaminated with mould.
In each of these instances, the company’s slow responses and failure to acknowledge the
severity of the situation harmed its reputation and cast doubt on the then-CEO
Investor's ability to successfully lead.
The contamination crisis was exacerbated in December 1999 when Belgium ordered
Coca-Cola to halt the “Restore” marketing campaign it had launched in order to regain
consumer trust and sales in Belgium. A rival firm
claimed that the campaign strategy—which included
free cases of the product, discounts to wholesalers and
retailers, and extra promotion personnel—was
unlawful. The claim was upheld under Belgium’s strict
antitrust laws, and Coca-Cola was forced to abandon
the campaign. This decision, following the previous
crisis, further reduced Coca-Cola’s market standing in
Europe.
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Should we trust the police?
The police are a force setup by the government whose main purpose is to protect the
city/country from those who break the law.
While the police are regarded as the “hero’s” of their respective towns, there has always
been this utterly bad image that police officers gets when they're on duty.
Some people distrust the police as they complain that they're always misjudging people
just by appearance alone and are too rash when it comes to making decisions. The
heaviest criticism that the police get is that they are racist. This point can be evidently
seen with cops of the U.S. where so many black people have lost their lives due to police
shootings. Some would argue that the police use their powers to perhaps to instigate
injustices and find fault where there is none. With all that being said, people also say
that without the police, the streets will become a lawless war zone, resulting In total
chaos.
Let’s not forget that they're the people who bring people to justice and protect us all. At
the end of the day, whether you do to do not trust the police it is up to you, but at the
end of the day one thing is certain:
The police is there for you, always.
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Aaron Homoki
Aaron Homoki is a professional skateboarder who is sponsored
by the skate company birdhouse. He is from Phoenix Arizona
and is famous for his ability to withstand large drops and clear
big gaps. He first got recognised when he ollie down "Lyon 25"
which is the largest set of stairs ever jumped on a skateboard.
He skates with Tony Hawk who is one of the most well known
skateboarders. Aaron Homoki is better known as Jaws because
he had braces and his teeth are very crooked. He has many skate
decks and shoe sponsors which gives him a very large income.
In my opinion Aaron "Jaws" Homoki is one of the best skateboarders.

Some weird fears
Optophobia: The fear of opening your eyes.
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia: The fear of long words (the person who made
this word hates people with this phobia).
Omphalophobia: The fear of
belly buttons.
Trypophobia: The fear of
holes.
Santaphobia: The fear of
Santa Claus.
Eisoptrophobia: The fear of
your own reflection.
Phobophobia: The fear of
fear.
Urophobia: The fear of urinating.
Vestiphobia: The fear of clothing.
Lovecraft phobia: Only ever diagnosed to one man (H.P Lovecraft) the fear of
everything that isn't his home of providence road island.
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Movie Review—Soul
Overview

for traditional black music that sprouted in
The United States; Jazz. So we meet a
plethora of similar characters who either
share the same interest or relate to Joe in a
manner to truly make the cast feel like a
tightly knit-community. However, the
same can not be said for a separate
character Joe meets in the movie. Coming
off as unlikeable and irritating. Even
though their character does develop as the
movie progresses, the way it is done can be
seen as generic and tired. Not bringing too
much new to the table.

Directed by Pete Doctor (also known for
Toy Story 1 and 2, a Bug’s Life and
Monster, Inc.) and co-directed by Kemp
Powers. Soul revolves around Joe Gardner,
a temporary middle school music teacher
who believes music is his purpose in life.
Pursuing multiple gigs with no intent on
settling down with a full-time job.
However, after considering taking the fulltime job as a teacher Joe decided to get this
one big gig. Unfortunately his plans to
make it to the stage are cut short when Joe
passes away in an accident, severing the As for the storyline as a whole, it takes the
connection of his soul to his body. Leaving regular Pixar plot points with a dash of
Joe asking himself, how to get back home. existentialism added on. I can safely say
that Soul has given me a new perspective
Review
on the sanctity of human life and what
As expected from Pete Doctor, his happens before and after. The sheer
directory skills are known to pull at our creativity and world building found in the
heart strings. Invoking a great deal of tight space of 101 minutes would astonish
emotion from us all. I also have to Pixar me as a child and even now is enough to
kudos for keeping religion out of the get me thinking.
plotline, as to prevent any sort of
My final thoughts on the film are if you’re
controversy between external groups.
looking to enjoy some good music, lightFrom a movie about finding yourself and hearted story, incredible visuals and the
soul jazz, the music did not disappoint. A feeling
of
big credit to Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross existential
(of Nine Inch-Nails)
for their dread/piece
compositions in the movie. Even Jon of
mind.
Batiste, an American musician, composed This movie
a number of original jazz songs. Batiste is for you.
really nailed the “user-friendly jazz” he was 7/10
going for. Meaning he went for an
“authentic” feel of black improvisational
music yet still appreciated by a larger
audience.
The characters felt real and relatable. The
movie itself is centred around Joe, an
African-American. Who has a deep passion
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A word on Addiction
We have seen on the news once in a while, someone who has a psychotic obsession with
a person or object. He either acts in an odd way to others, is very possessive of his object
In question or worships a person he idolises so badly that he loses his mind. I know we
all say to ourselves ‘I would rather die than be an addictive monster like this guy’, but
this does not just happen to a specific person: this can happen to any of you’s. Example,
take Justin Bieber. You listen to one song of his and you absolutely love it. At first you
listen to him for enjoyment and maybe even because you think his vocals are good. It
only becomes an addiction when you begin to centre yourself around him, meaning
your whole life and personality In this Instance. Justin fans aren’t the worst examples of
this however. The worst of this has got to be with K-pop fans, mainly because of how
viciously defensive they are of their group or fandom and how self-centred they are
about their obsession. It’s not just people. All of us can have an inescapable attraction to
something which can either end up ruining our lives down the line or improve our lives
for the better and this depends on how you take it. Addiction is something that needs to
be avoided by Both adults and children by all means necessary. If you're having any
difficulties with your obsession then please reach out to someone for help…there will
always be someone to help through those tough times. Stay safe and remember:
Keep away at all times.
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Why we shouldn’t hate the rain
We often sulk at the glance of rain
outside our front windows as we
mumble to ourselves “I really wish
this rain would go away”. The reason
many of us are not satisfied with rain
Is because all of the kinds of fun that
humans enjoy are mostly outdoors.
We therefore despise the rain as It
takes away those chances of having
fun away from us and makes us
bored Inside our homes. Now here Is a question no one really asks: have you ever
wondered what would happen If there was no rain? Well, the response to that questions
Is severe drought. See, there are some countries who rarely get any rain all year round.
This means that the majority of these countries are covered In dry land and this creates
another problem as well: thirst. While some countries like Spain and Saudi Arabia
aren’t doing badly, most of North Africa Is covered In nothing but dry land and the
people are suffering as a result due to lack of water. Meanwhile, you're getting the
blessing of rain maybe once or twice a week and don’t have to worry or fear about
drought or getting thirsty. God created rain, but not for bad Intentions. He made It so
that land wouldn’t go dry, so that we can obtain something to drink and so that we can
clean ourselves every week. You may not like rain, but It does not change the fact that
It’s what gives plants and animals life and Is what keeps humanity alive as well. Now
what are you waiting for: enjoy the relaxing rain while you still can.
-Ahmed Bouslah

The rarest Car
There are many different types of cars, but the amount of each type varies widely.
Have you ever wondered what the rarest car was? Well, it is the 1957 jaguar XKSS.
Only 16 of these cars were ever made. Originally, these were never going to be made
because there were no plans for them or anything. Jaguar weren’t planning to make a
new car model, as their newest model, the iconic D-type jaguar had sold well. The
problem was what they were going to do with the remaining 29 cars they hadn’t sold.
Jaguar then decided on the spot to turn the remainder into road going sport cars. They
began to modify the D-type, and found it was quite easy to do so.
It took a mere 3 days for the first prototype to be made. They started to modify the
other 28, but a fire broke out in the factory before they were completed meaning only 16
were left. The other 13 were destroyed in the fire, and Jaguar decided not to resume
production of this model when the factory was rebuilt in 1959. When they were first
made, you could get a jaguar XKSS for 5000 us dollars. Over time, the price increased
due to its rarity, especially because of the original 16, less than half have survived to
date.
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In 2014, Steve McQueen had the exact car and the value was estimated to be about 30
million us dollars, meaning now this car might also be one of the most expensive, as
well as the rarest. Sadly, this value went down as jaguar said they planned on making 9
more of the XKSS. They did so, keeping every detail the same as it was in 1957, from
the leather seats, to the type of wood used for the steering wheel. It was a huge success,
and 25 more type XKSS’s are soon to be made, but their value is far less than the
original 16.

Elon Musk
Who is Elon Musk?

huge amount of money in Tesla Motors
(Later renamed as just Tesla), an electric
He is an entrepreneur and businessman
car company founded by Martin Eberhard
who funded several companies such as
and Marc Tarpenning. In 2006, Tesla
SpaceX, Tesla Motors and X.com which
later became Paypal after he sold it. Musk unveiled its first car the Roadster. It was
said that it could go 397 kilometres with
became a millionaire in his late twenties
when he sold his company Zip2 to Compaq one charge and 0-97 kilometres in less
than four seconds. This car was praised
Computers. Then he sold X.com to Ebay
and made 1.5 billion in stock. He is famous and loved by the general public. The
company had raised
for his electric cars such as the Model S
and Y which is advertised as an
environmentally friendly alternative to
regular gas powered cars. As of the Year
2021 he is considered as the richest human
passing Jeff Bezos.

Early Life

Elon’s father was South African while his
mom was Canadian. Even when he was he
showed great interest and aptitude for
computers. When he was 12 he created a
game and had sold it to a computer
magazine. As soon as he got his passport
he left South Africa as he did not support
Apartheid through military service. He had
also wanted to start businesses in America.

Tesla

Elon Musk saw a possible market in
electric cars in 2004. So he had funded a
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Carbonation
Everyone likes a good fizzy drink, and
despite the differences between them, they
all have one thing in common, It's that they
all have been through the process of
carbonation. Carbonated water is the key
ingredient in all fizzy drinks, and ranges up
to 5 levels. Sparkling water is normally
weak, at about 1.5 volumes, while drinks
such as cider are normally in between 4
and 5 volumes. Most drinks such as coke
and fanta keep it to around 3.5 volumes.
The higher the price of the drink, the
higher the levels of carbonation are. While
factories tend to use machines to inject
carbon under high pressures into their
drinks, with the right ingredients you can
easily carbonate your own drinks at home.

aren’t any holes the carbon would build up
too much in the bottle, so some small holes
are necessary to allow the pressure to
escape. Wait 10 minutes for the ice to melt,
then put it into a fridge to make it cold.
Afterwards, you will have a cold and fizzy
drink ready to be served. The second
process takes longer, but does not require
dry ice, only common dry yeast and a drink
of choice. For each litre of liquid you have,
add 0.35 grams of yeast. Make sure the
bottle has some room at the top, then close
the lid and shake until the yeast dissolves.

Leave the beverage to ferment in a room
temperature, dry place for 12 to 48 hours,
depending on the yeast. Check from time
to time if the drink is carbonated by
Any water based drink would work for
squeezing the bottle. If it is completely
these two methods. For the first method,
firm, then it is ready. Afterwards, store in a
all you need is a drink of your choice, some refrigerated place for up to two weeks.
dry ice and a large bottle. Just fill the bottle Make sure to consume the beverage before
halfway with your drink, then add the dry the two weeks are up. While any water
ice. The amount of ice should depend on
based drink can be used, fruit juice is also a
how fizzy you want the beverage to be. If
valid option for these methods. If you don’t
you want it to be very fizzy, use more ice
have an idea what drink you want to make,
and the same goes for the opposite. If you try using syrup and water at a 1:2 ratio and
value your skin over the environment use add any artificial flavouring for your
disposable plastic gloves while handling
homemade fizzy beverage.
the ice, or metal tongs if you have them.
Drill small holes in the lid of the bottle,
with a spare for later undamaged. If there
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How is climate change
changing our lives?
In the last two weeks, the North Pole has
registered the highest temperatures in the
history and that’s not really good for the
Earth. The ice caps are melting and this is
releasing large masses of cold air towards
the Earth which are causing major changes
in temperatures.
Last week NASA was posting many
pictures about how climate change has
started to affect the Earth. In the next
pictures, you can see with absolute clarity
the devastating impact that global
warming has and is causing, as well as the
serious damage caused by floods, forest
fires, as well as by the ever-greater
urbanization that has been registered in
the last decades in the whole world.
According to data released by NASA, the
area covered by ice in the Arctic Ocean
increases during the winter and retreats
during the summer. Generally reaching
the lowest point of the year in September
but reached its historical minimum in
2012, since at least 1979. When the first
reliable satellite measurements began,
while the 2016 low was the second-lowest
ever recorded.
Joey Comiso a NASA scientist has
commented to the BBC that “At the rate,
we are seeing of this decline, it is very
likely that the Arctic summer sea ice will
disappear completely in this century”
As shown in the picture. We can see the
Neumayer glacier, located in the east coast
of San Pedro Island, situated at the east of
the southern tip of South America;

changed during the last 16 years due to a
little change of the temperature in the
ocean, affecting how fast it melts.

In Madrid it has been snowing during the
last 3 days and this has been the biggest
snowfall in Madrid, causing the paralysis
of the city throughout the week since the
streets were frozen. It has never been this
snowy as I have said before due to the
strong cold air masses that have been
detached from the Arctic causing a drop in
temperature.
In my opinion, all the governments have to
do is start to think about how to adapt to
the speed of climate change because of the
disastrous effects it could cause.
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The Hybrid Assistive Limbs
Kristen Sorenson was paralysed at the age of 55, she states that it came out of nowhere,
and beforehand she'd been exercising regularly. She was diagnosed with Guillain barre
syndrome in 2018.
The
Brooks
Cybernetic
Treatment Centre in Jacksonville,
Florida was working on a device
called HAL or hybrid assistive
limbs, which is an exoskeleton
made for people with spinal cord
injuries and people who have
difficulties walking.
But it is estimated that by 2050
there would be roughly 2 billion
people over the age of 60 and it's
expected that exoskeletons will
be able to assist the elderly and keep people on their feet even with the old age in line.
Even though it takes weeks of rehabilitation for patients to be able to fully use HAL. The
suit tracks your brainwaves in order to determine how you want to move your legs, then
completes the action smoothly. As long as your legs can receive partial signals from
your brain the suit can help you walk again.

Random Facts


The Bible is the most shoplifted book in the world.



Swearing on the Bible is forbidden by the Bible, So don't do it, please.



Adolf Hitler was nominated for the Nobel peace prize in 1939.



Researchers have successfully used Tetris to treat lazy eyes in adults.



The colour your eyes see in complete darkness is called eigengrau.



When you donate your body to science it can get used as a crash test dummy.



80 percent of plane crashes occur in the first 3 or last 8 minutes of a flight.



Sphenopalatine ganglioneuralgia is the scientific word for brain freeze.



Apple earns 300,000 dollars per minute.



People develop first impressions of you in a tenth of a second.



The blue whale produces the loudest sound of any animal at 188 decibels



It is believed that whales walked on land about 50 million years ago and are related to cows
and horses.



Romantic love is biochemically indistinguishable from an obsessive compulsive disorder.
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In word form the numbers 1 to 100 don't have the letter “a” in any of them.



The opposite sides of a die will always add up to seven.



The king of hearts is the only king in a deck of cards without a moustache.



If you go into a dark room and close your eyes for a bit then open them, the dark grey colour
you see is called eigengrau.



Cats can't taste sweet things.



Someone turned peanut butter into diamond.



Your fingernails grow quicker on the hand you write with.



A ‘jiffy’ is a trillionth of a second.



A golf ball has 336 groves on its surface.



Apple seeds contain cyanide.

Dolphins
When people normally think of
dolphins, they think of smart,
friendly and playful mammals.
Most would even consider them to
be ‘cute’. So how would you react if
I told you those same dolphins that
do tricks for children at Sea world
are actually cruel and vicious
creatures. For instance, dolphins
are highly territorial to the point
where they will pulverise their own
offspring to ensure they can keep
their space. They rarely play nice around any newcomers, and have no problem
grouping up on an individual to torture them to death. Even sometimes by repeated
bashing, or if they’re feeling particularly cruel, they will bring whatever unfortunate
creature that crossed them up to the surface and keep it there to suffocate above the
water. And the group viciousness doesn't end there. Around mating season, is a
particularly rough time, because male dolphins will form groups of 3,4 or even up to 14
and chase down and capture female dolphins. The females will make escape attempts,
but only one in every 4 makes an escape. And when the offspring is born, the males then
like to play a game called ‘calf’ tossing, which isn’t as fun as it sounds. Whether it’s to
avoid future competition or just for fun, adult male dolphins will play a game which
involves bashing their young to death. The only way for mother dolphins to keep their
young is to have different mates, so the dolphins wouldn’t know if the calf was theirs or
not. So the next time you see a dolphin with their smiles and tricks, think about what
they are like in their own habitat.
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The Sallemanac Team
The Sallemanac team have been fantastic from start to finish. The team includes


Conor Rochford



Matthew Escanillas



Uzziel Cabrera



Jack Gray



Josiah Mahady



Ahmed Bouslah



Hazem Ibrahim Aly

They each brought their own je ne sais quoi and were a great addition to the yearly publication. Well done to you all and the school would like to personally thank all of you for
the great work and dedication that you have brought to Sallemanac. You also did an exceptional job of making the paper your own and sharing your views and also all the
good things that happen in our school with our wider community. Thanks again and
well done.
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